SPOT NZ hires and sells GPS tracking and communication devices to people
in many different situations. It provides a vital line of communication with

GPS ADVENTURE TRACKING

friends and family when you want it, and emergency assistance when you

SATELLITE PHONES HIRE & SALES

need it. Tracking for multisport events and outdoor adventurers, 2-way
Satellite communications for people and groups going off-grid, whatever
your destination we can keep you in-touch with the World.

SPOTNZ SHOP ONLINE STORE.SPOTNZ.COM
HIRE A DEVICE AT BOOKING.SPOTNZ.COM

SPOT devices deliver affordable, reliable, location-based tracking, messaging

SURVIVE ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD

and life-saving S.O.S. technology to hundreds of thousands of users around the
world....24/7/365. Using one of the newest mobile satellite networks in the
industry, SPOT devices provide dependable service completely independent of
terrestrial infrastructure and whenever employees and assets are in remote

CONNECTED WITH SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY

areas where regular cellular or landline communications are unavailable.

TAKE SPOTNZ ON YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

Combined with their small size, durability and scalability, SPOT devices are

AND LET YOUR LOVED ONES FOLLOW YOU

ready to help your business.
The Spot Gen 3 GPS Satellite Messenger provides a vital line of communication
with friends and family when you want it, and emergency assistance when you
need it. Using 100% satellite technology, SPOT works virtually anywhere in
the world, even where cell phones don’t – all with the push of a button.

0800 SPOTNZ (776 869) • LOST@SPOTNZ.COM
WWW.SPOTNZ.COM

0800 SPOTNZ (776 869) • LOST@SPOTNZ.COM
WWW.SPOTNZ.COM

DISCOVER THE INREACH DIFFERENCE

SPOT TRACE

Garmin products that include inReach technology can empower you to stay
connected, even when you’re venturing off the grid. All inReach solutions offer
you these essential capabilities:
Global 2-way communication - Send and receive text messages or emails

Fleet and equipment managers know that asset management and loss
prevention are two of their biggest and costliest concerns. Now thanks to
SPOT Trace®, asset tracking, monitoring, theft-alert and recovery have never
been easier and more affordable, especially when your equipment is located

from anywhere in the world and receive a delivery confirmation
Professional SOS monitoring - In case of emergency, trigger an interactive
SOS message to NZ Rescue Co-Ordination Centre—communicate the nature
of your emergency and have the peace of mind that help is on the way
Tracking and sharing - Plan and track your trip, share your location, and let
others ping your device or follow your journey.
100% global coverage - Iridium is the world’s furthest reaching satellite network
that provides 100 percent global coverage with no fringe zones or blackout areas.

in very remote worksites that are hard and expensive to get to. SPOT Trace
is small, easy to install and deploy, has long battery life and allows managers
to view the exact location within 8 meters. The Spot Trace can be configured
to track any asset, from Farm bikes, boats, mountain bikes and vehicles
to expensive stock. Bust the rustlers with our Geo-fence technology, once
the tracked asset leaves the farm or selected area you will be immediately
notified and can follow the asset to collect it from the would-be thief. Add in
the Police and it will be a long time before they come back.

Partnered with our hosting company TrackMe.kiwi we can bring your
event alive, we have the biggest hire fleet of satellite tracking devices in
Australasia. Remote challenging locations are our specialty, from 5 teams
to 500 we cover them all. For the best experience you can give your athletes,
and their followers, choose TrackMe to deliver your satellite tracking.
Dedicated servers and pages for fans to follow online with mobile optimised
displays, tracking periods from as low as 30 seconds, administration access
to allow for accurate race management are just some of the features.

